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SOURCE  Mean  SD  Kurtosis  Skew Hospital Global Summary‐ By domain  70.27  6.76  ‐1.13  .02 Pain Domain‐ By quarters  70.67  2.79  ‐.27  ‐.63 Pain Domain‐ By months   70.80  18.84  ‐.02  .04 
Pain Well Controlled‐ By months  66.15  21.20  .06  .33 







SOURCE  F  P­value  Fcrit Hospital Global Summary‐ By months  .62  .84  1.83 Pain Domain‐ By months  1.12  .35  2.36 Pain Domain‐ By units   1.04  .42  2.00 
Pain Well Controlled‐ By months  1.18  .32  2.36 
Pain Well Controlled‐ By units  .96  .48  2.00 
Staff did everything‐ By months  .63  .67  2.36 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Staff Do Everything to Help with Pain Question 
 Figure 1.  4‐South Medical Surgical Unit 
 Figure 2. 4‐West Medical Surgical Unit 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Figure 3. 5‐West Medical Surgical Unit 
 
 Figure 4. 5‐East Joint Rehabilitation Unit 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Figure 5. 5‐South Senior Specialty Unit  
 Figure 6.  1‐South Adult Medical Surgical/Gynecology/Pediatrics Unit 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Figure 7. 1‐West Labor and Delivery/Post‐Partum Unit 
 
 
 Figure 8. 3‐East Cardiology Unit 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Figure 9. 3‐South Cardiology Unit  
 Figure 10. 3‐West‐ Cardiology Unit 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Figure 11. CCU/ICU Critical Care Units 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Pain Well Controlled Question 
 Figure 1. 4‐South Medical Surgical Unit  
 Figure 2. 4‐West Medical Surgical Unit 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Figure 3. 5‐West Medical Surgical Unit  
 Figure 4. 5‐East Joint Rehabilitation Unit 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Figure 5. 5‐South Senior Specialty Unit  
 Figure 6. 1‐South Adult Medical Surgical/Gynecology/Pediatrics 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Figure 7. 1‐West Labor and Delivery/Post‐Partum Unit  
 Figure 8. 3‐East Cardiology Unit 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Figure 9. 3‐South Cardiology Unit  
 Figure 10. 3‐West Cardiology Unit 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Figure 11. CCU/ICU Critical Care Units 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Figure 1. All Units Mean HCAHPS Scores 
 Figure 2. All Units Mean HCAHPS Scores 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Figure 1. Unit Comparison of Pain Domain 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April – September, 2012 
